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Abstra t

Of all the issues dis ussed at Alife VII: Looking Forward, Looking Ba kward,
the issue of whether it was possible to reate an arti ial life system that exhibits open-ended evolution of novelty is by far the biggest. Of the 14 open
problems settled on as a result of debate at the onferen e, some 6 are dire tly,
or indire tly related to this issue.
Most people equate open-ended evolution with omplexity growth, although
a priori these seem to be di erent things. In this paper I report on experiments
to measure the omplexity of Tierran organisms, and show the results for a
size-neutral run of Tierra. In this run, no in rease in organismal omplexity was
observed, although organism size did in rease through the run. This result is
dis ussed, o ering some signposts on path to solving the issue of open ended
evolution.
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Introdu tion

An open dis ussion forum was ondu ted at Alife VII last year to draw up a list
of open problems that might guide the eld of arti ial life in the oming years,
styled on the famous Hilbert problems that guided mu h of Mathemati s in the
20th entury. The resulting list[3℄ ontains 14 open problems, divided into 3
ategories: How does life arise from the non-living; What are the potentials and
limits of living systems; How is life related to mind, ma hine and ulture.
The issue of open-ended evolution an be summed up by asking under what
onditions will an evolutionary system ontinue to produ e novel forms. Arti ial Life systems su h as Tierra and Avida produ ed a ri h diversity of organisms
initially, yet ultimately peter out[1℄. By ontrast, the Earth's biosphere appears

to have ontinuously generated new and varied forms throughout the 4  109
years of the history of life. There is also a lear trend from simple organisms
at the time of the rst repli ators towards immensely ompli ated organisms
su h as mammals and birds found on the Earth today. This raises the obvious
question of what is missing in arti ial life systems?
This issue is tou hed on most dire tly in problem 6 | \What is inevitable in
open-ended evolution of life", but in fa t is intimately onne ted with problems
1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 also.
The issue of omplexity growth is related to that of open-endedness. Complexity is related to information in a dire t manner[15, 1℄. Loosely speaking,
available omplexity is proportional to the dimension of phenotype spa e, and
an evolutionary pro ess that remained at low levels of omplexity will qui kly
exhaust the possibilities for novel forms. However, intuitively, one would expe t
the number of novel forms to in rease exponentially with available omplexity, and so perhaps in reasing omplexity might ease to be important fa tor in
open-ended evolution beyond a ertain point. Of ourse, it is by far from proven
that the number of possible forms in reases as rapidly with omplexity as that,
so it may still be that omplexity growth is essential for ontinual novelty.
For the purposes of this paper, we will examine the possibilities for openended growth in omplexity in arti ial life, sin e this most losely resembles
the evolution of our biosphere. It is worth bearing in mind that the biosphere is
subje t to the anthropi prin iple[14℄ while no arti ial life model is. Whether
this fa t is important in the generation of omplexity is a question worthy of
arti ial life studies.
Results will also be reported of an experiment to measure the omplexity
of Tierran organisms. Whilst it is widely believed that the version of Tierra
used here does not exhibit open ended omplexity growth, the Tierran team
are hoping to produ e a version of network Tierra that does. The importan e
of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of these sorts of experiments on
simple ALife systems, before attempting more omplex ones.
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Complexity in Tierra

Complexity is related logarithmi ally to the volume of genotype spa e o upied
by the neutral network of that genotype:

C (x) = slim
!1 s log2 N

log2 ! (s; x)

(1)

where C (x) is the omplexity (measured in bits), N the size of the alphabet used
to en ode the des ription (in the ase of Tierra, N = 32) and ! (s; x) the number
of organisms phenotypi ally equivalent to x and of length less than s[15, 16℄.
Tierra is an arti ial life system reated by Tom Ray[9℄ where the arti ial
organisms are omputer programs written in a spe ial assembler-like language.
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The equivalen e prin iple for de ning the ontext is phenotypi equivalen e, ie
when two Tierran organisms behave identi ally, even if they ontain a di erent
sequen e of instru tions. Adami's group pioneered this te hnique with Avida[1,
2℄, a similar arti ial life system inspired by Tierra. In Avida, the situation
is parti ularly simple, as organisms have only one phenotypi hara teristi ,
namely their reprodu tion rate. To make matters more interesting, the Avida
group set the reatures a range of omputational tasks to attempt | su ess
at these tasks is rewarded by extra CPU resour es. The su ess or otherwise of
the reatures at these tasks further distinguishes between Avida phenotypes.
Tierra presents onsiderably greater diÆ ulties than Avida in that Tierran
organisms an intera t with ea h other via template mat hes or simply \falling
o the end of the ode". So, the Tierra phenotype an be ategorised by examining the intera tions between all possible phenotypes. Sin e genotype spa e is
so huge, what better way of sear hing for viable phenotypes than using a geneti
algorithm, namely taking the results from a long Tierra run. These are then
pitted against ea h other in pairwise tournaments[13, 11℄ in a spe ially rafted
simulator alled miniTierra[12℄ that an perform the tournament nearly 1000
times faster than Tierra itself. On e all the tournaments have been ompleted,
the organisms are sorted into phenotypi ally equivalent lasses, resulting in a
small list of ar hetypal organisms. These are labeled by the genotype with the
earliest reation date. Table 1 lists the ar hetypes from one su h run, along with
their reation time, non-volatile site ount (see [16℄) and measured omplexity.
The algorithm employed is des ribed in greater detail in [16℄.
The ode and data used for this experiment is available from
http://parallel.hp .unsw.edu.au/rks/software/e o-tierra-1.1.tar.gz. The use of
the software is brie y do umented in the README le.
There are several key points to note:



Over this Tierra run of 6  109 instru tions, there is no sign of omplexity
in rease, although lengths of the organisms do in rease from 80 initially to
526 instru tions long by 1:4109 instru tions exe uted. CPU resour es are
divided amongst the organisms in a size neutral fashion (ie proportional to
organism size) to allow this growth in genome size to happen. This is not
an espe ially lengthy Tierra run, however, and perhaps real omplexity
takes mu h longer a umulate in the junk parts of the genome.



The non-volatile site ount CNV is a good proxy measure of the total omplexity. The biggest dis repan y in this database o urred for 0194aag,
and the real omplexity was only 58% higher. This is good news, as it
is far more tra table to ompute CNV , than the full omplexity. The
full C2 omputation for this dataset of organisms required nearly 8 CPU
years of ontemporary pro essor time, as opposed to about 3 CPU hours
for CNV . Fortunately, it is a highly parallel problem, and was omputed
within about 3 months on a major high performan e omputing fa ility.
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The pre ise de nition of the phenotype has a big in uen e over omplexity
values. As has been argued by Adami[1℄ and myself[15℄, this is highly
ontext dependent. No parti ular de nition is wrong per se, however
some de nitions will be better than others. I hope, dear reader, you
onsider my de nition based on pairwise e ologi al intera tions to be a
good de nition, and that therefore the omplexity measures obtained are
useful. It is known that Tierran organisms an exhibit what is alled so ial
hyperparasitism[9℄. This is ne essarily a 3-way intera tion between Tierran
organisms | hyperparasitism refers to stealing another organisms CPU to
reprodu e itself, and so ial refers to the fa t that multiple organisms must
ooperate to perform this feat. However both of these properties show up
as distin t patterns amongst 2 way intera tions - the hyperparasite still
manages to interfere with its prey's reprodu tive apability, even if it is
unable to gain from the a t alone, and mutual intera tion with members
of its own kind show up also.

Dis ussion

Thus far, the fo us of this work has been on presenting a pra ti al method
of omputing the omplexity of Tierran organisms. However, it has been long
re ognised that neither Tierra nor Avida exhibit open-ended evolution evolution.
It is thought that these systems rapidly adapt to and exhaust the possibilities of
a fairly simple environment. Adami et al. have approa hed the problem by arti ially in reasing the omplexity of the environment by spe ifying a sequen e
of arithmeti al operations that the digital organisms an attempt. Su ess is
rewarded by extra CPU time. In these ir umstan es, they have shown in reasing omplexity of the organisms over time[1, 2℄. Ray, on the other hand, is
attempting to exploit naturally o urring environmental omplexity provided
by the Internet[8℄, and hopes to engineer a \Cambrian explosion". To date, his
team has had mixed su ess | whilst they have managed to get organisms to
persist in a multi ellular state under mutational load, as opposed to reverting
to a single elled, they haven't a hieved their aim of omplexity growth[10℄.
The obvious next step in resear h is to attempt to measure the omplexities
of network Tierra organisms. It is by no means lear that this is tra table. The
su ess of this approa h with the original Tierran and Avidan organisms may
well be due to the simpli ity of the environment.
As I observed in [14℄, the natural biosphere operates under the onstraints of
the anthropi prin iple. This means that we must ne essarily observe a path to
in reased omplexity in the biosphere. Furthermore, there are some statisti al
regularities in evolutionary history that indi ates the evolution of the biosphere
to be an extremely rare pro ess rather than an inevitable one[5℄. The universe
appears to be performing a quantum sear h algorithm to nd the pre ise onditions required to generate intelligent life. Probably the way forward is to
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Organism
0038aep
0045aaa
0065aa
0073aaa
0078aal
0078aan
0080aaa
0080aea
0081aaj
0128aad
0132abi
0134aae
0138aab
0138aai
0139aaa
0150aag
0155aab
0157aaa
0182aaa
0186aah
0194aag
0198aad
0218aab
0236aaa
0260aae
0397aab

Creation
5104
2
3172
0
59
3556
0
3
2989
123
289
298
190
179
258
55
66
66
402
2536
2461
2434
323
359
3310
3321

CNV

21
34
29
63
53
37
62
57
27
21
39
41
18
18
47
53
4
53
38
28
27
29
48
48
29
28

C2

26.2362
36.8368
35.5448
65.2125
63.0305
43.5753
69.9581
66.1046
32.7449
27.8352
50.0246
51.6064
25.9443
26.1733
62.8791
62.8791
5
62.9423
49.1947
41.2842
42.7729
39.3959
57.3709
63.836
35.8535
34.2954

Table 1: Table of ar hetypal organisms, with the time of rst appearan e in
genebank re ord, their non-volatile site ount CNV and their omputed omplexity trun ating the neutral network at 2 hops C2 .
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perform a similar sort of \s attergun" approa h, using the power of quantum
omputers if and when they be ome available.
A key step in doing this is to generate a pro ess that adaptively re ognises
omplexity, sin e it will be impossible to in lude humans in the loop, even when
run on onventional omputing platforms. To this end, te hniques developed for
data mining[6℄ should prove useful. As a urious twist, arti ial life te hniques
are being su essfully applied to the domain of data mining[7℄. Developing a
oevolving system observer is something that an be started now with present
te hnology.
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